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Module 2 Session 2: Understanding Key Budget Documents 
 

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

 AN EASY WAY TO ENGAGE WITH THE CFSP IS TO LOOK FOR THE 3’P’S AND 1 ‘C’. THESE ARE 

THE BUDGET PERFORMANCE OF THE CURRENT (HALF) FY, FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS FOR 

THE NEXT FY, PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT YEAR AND THE SHARE OF THE BUDGET GOING TO 

DIFFERENT SECTORS (CEILINGS) FOR THE NEXT FY.  
 THE BUDGET SHOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS: 

 INFORMATION ON RECURRENT AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE; 
 INFORMATION BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION; 
 PROGRAMMES AND SUB-PROGRAMMES WITH CLEAR OBJECTIVES AND COSTS  

 THE CBROP MUST CONTAIN A REVIEW OF BUDGET PERFORMANCE FOR THE PREVIOUS FY, 
AN UPDATE OF THE CURRENT YEAR AND THE PROVISIONAL SECTOR CEILINGS FOR THE 

NEXT FY 

 
NOTE ON HOW TO CARRY OUT THE SESSION: 
CHOOSE ONE TASK, EITHER TASK 2.2A OR 2.2B, AT ANY PARTICULAR TRAINING 

DEPENDING ON THE TIME OF THE TRAINING (IN RELATION TO THE BUDGET CYCLE) 

AND THE DEMANDS OF PARTICIPANTS. 
 TIME OF THE YEAR RECOMMENDED TASK TO UNDERTAKE  
FROM  JULY TO JANUARY TASK 2.2B: CBROP 
FROM JANUARY TO  JUNE TASK 2.2A: CFSP 

IN BOTH CASES ENSURE YOU EXPLAIN WHAT THE TWO DOCUMENTS ARE AND WHY 

THEY ARE IMPORTANT.  BECAUSE THESE TWO DOCUMENTS ARE QUITE SIMILAR, WITH 

THE CBROP FUNCTIONING LIKE A DRAFT OF THE CFSP, AS EXPLAINED IN THE 

PREVIOUS SESSION, IT MAY NOT BE NECESSARY TO GO THROUGH BOTH DOCUMENTS 

FOR PURPOSES OF UNDERSTANDING HOW TO READ THEM.  THIS IS WHY WE 

RECOMMEND CHOOSING ONLY ONE OF THE TASKS. 
 
TASK 2.2B: UNDERSTANDING THE COUNTY BUDGET REVIEW AND OUTLOOK PAPER 

(CBROP) –BARINGO COUNTY CBROP, 2015 

45 MINUTES 
TASK OBJECTIVE 

 IDENTIFYING AND UNDERSTANDING KEY COMPONENTS OF THE COUNTY 
BUDGET REVIEW AND OUTLOOK PAPER 
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RESOURCES NEEDED 
 Baringo CBROP 2014/15 available at 

http://baringo.go.ke/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1377:baringo-
county-budjet-review&catid=21&Itemid=121 

 National Budget Review and Outlook Paper 2014/15 
 

HOW TO RUN THIS TASK 
1. Ask the participants what a CBROP is. Building on what is said, explain in more detail. 
2. Indicate to the participants the three key components of the CBROP: performance of the previous 

year, an update of the current year and provisional sector ceilings and priorities for the next year.  
3. Ensure you emphasize the importance of the CBROP within the broader budget cycle.  This is the 

beginning of the part of the cycle where provisional sector priorities and ceilings are set and public 
sector hearings are conducted leading to the enactment of the CFSP.  CBROP also functions as a 
year-end report and has more performance information than a CFSP (or it should). 

4. Direct the participants to Task 2.2B in their manuals (PM, p.78). Begin with Part 1 and proceed to 
Part 2. In Part 1, we identify the 3 key elements in the National BROP. In Part 2, we look for the 
same elements in the CBROP. 

5. In part 1, ensure the participants look at snippets (aspects that have been cut and pasted) of the 
national BROP and think about what they tell us, and how they are relevant for the CBROP. 

6. In part 2 of the task proceed to look at similar sections of the Baringo CBROP 2015 and lead guided 
discussion of these. 
 

NOTE: You can have people work in groups to look at the National BROPs and then come back 
to plenary.  You can then guide them through Baringo CBROP or ask them to work in 
groups again.  One thing that may happen is that people get lost on the first couple of 
questions, in which case, you may need to bring them back for guided plenary to ensure 
they advance. 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 The CBROP evaluates the previous year, updates the current year and feeds into the coming year’s 
budget process. It is required under the PFM Act Section 118. 

 The CBROP straddles both the formulation and evaluation stage of the budget cycle  
 Formulation stage: it gives the provisional sector priorities and ceilings for the upcoming/ 

next financial year 
 Evaluation stage: it reviews the performance of the previous year and updates economic 

expectations for the current year.  It gives the updated economic and financial projects 
showing changes in the CFSP and giving reasons for any deviations from the financial 
objectives in the CFSP. 

. 

 The CBROP is reviewed by the CEC no later than 30th September each year then tabled in the 
county assembly within 14 days (latest 14th October) for approval. It should then be available to the 
public by early November at the latest.  

. 
Emphasize: The  importance of the CBROP 

http://baringo.go.ke/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1377:baringo-county-budjet-review&catid=21&Itemid=121
http://baringo.go.ke/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1377:baringo-county-budjet-review&catid=21&Itemid=121
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 It provides the provisional ceilings (the maximum shares) for each sector. This allows 
counties to organize sector hearings between November and January to revise this proposal. 
The final, revised ceilings are published in February in the CFSP. 

 Sectors endeavor to push their provisional ceilings up and bid for more resources, giving 
justifications for their demands for more revenues to each sector during sector/public 
hearings. 

 Sector working groups should submit their sector reports by January to the county treasury. 
These reports include printed estimates for the current year, and bids for the forthcoming 
financial year and two future years. 
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TASK 2.2B 
(QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS) 

Part 1: National BROP 2015 

1) Snippet 1 a, and b, page  3 & 4 Performance for the previous year (2014/15) 
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Snippet 1b 

 

What kind of information is contained in this table and why is it important? 

Snippet 1a indicates that the total revenue (including grants) in 2014/15 fell short of budget by 

approximately Ksh 103 billion, or 8 percent of target. The shortfall was due to weak collection of all three 

types of revenue: taxes and fees fell short by nearly Ksh 40 billion, AIA by nearly Ksh 25 billion, and 

external grants by nearly Ksh 40 billion. Notably ‘VAT Domestic’ and ‘Others’ were above target. 
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Nevertheless, in spite of falling short of target, 10 percent more revenue was collected in 2014/15 as 

compared to 2013/14. This can be calculated by comparing total revenue and grants in column 1 and 

column 2. The targeted increase in revenue was 20 percent, calculated by comparing the target in 2014/15 

to the actual in 2013/14.  

Snippet 1bprovides us with information about expenditure. Specifically, “expenditure and net lending.” Net 
lending refers to loans within government between the Treasury and state corporations. 

From the snippet we can tell that the total expenditure was 88 percent of target expenditure (Ksh 1.64 

trillion in actual spending versus a target of 1.86 trillion); most of the under spending happened in the 

development budget (Ksh 509 billion in actual spending versus a target of 684 billion). This Ksh 176 billion 

gap accounted for roughly 80 percent of all under spending; and recurrent spending was also below target. 

The main culprit here seems to have been “other spending,” including operations and maintenance 
expenditure, which was below target by Ksh 45 billion.  
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Snippet 2a (page13) and 2b (page 25): update of the fiscal position for the current year 2015/16.
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Snippet 2(b) page 25 

 

What is the significance of this information in the snippets 2a and 2b of the paper? 
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Table 7 compares projections from the Budget Policy Statement 2015 with key indicators from the BROP 2015. The table shows fairly minor 

changes between projections for total revenue, total spending, and total deficit. There is an increase in revenue of Ksh 5.7 billion, an increase in 

spending of Ksh 16.3 billion, and a consequent increase in the deficit of nearly Ksh 11 billion. 

Projections for revenue and expenditure for the year depend heavily on the state of the economy in that year. One of the things we should ask is 

whether the projections for economic growth have changed and whether these are factored into the new projections for revenue and expenditure. 

Table 9(snippet 2b) seems to suggest that projected growth in 2015/16 was originally 7 percent, but the projection has dropped to 6.2 percent. 

This is a fairly large drop in growth. How will it impact revenue or expenditure? A layperson may not be able to say with confidence what the 

relationship between growth and revenue should be, but it is certainly worth asking how a substantial projected decline in economic growth can 

lead to a small projected increase in revenue 
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Snippet 3: Page 31 Provisional ceilings  and priorities  
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What kind of information is contained in this table and why is it important? 
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The best way to read this table is to focus on the “% shares of total budget” columns to the right. Because the total budget tends to increase over 
time, looking at absolute allocations is not informative about relative changes in priority. However, this can vary from year to year. We consider 
both the absolute figures and the percentage figures in the table below. 
 
 
Table 1: Sector Increases and Decreases in Absolute Values 
Sectors  Increase Amount (Ksh billions)  Sectors Decreasing  Decrease Amount (Ksh. billions)  

Health  2.3  Agriculture  10.3  
Education  23.1  Energy/infrastructure  46.3  
Governance, Justice  21.7  Economic Affairs  1.9  
Public Administration  12.8    
National Security  4.7    
Social Protection  0.5    
Environment  14    

 
Table 2: Sector Increases and Decreases as a Share of the Total MDA Budget 
Sectors Increasing  Increase as a percentage of total 

budget  
Sectors Decreasing  Decrease as a percentage of total 

budget  

Health  0.1  Agriculture  0.8  
Governance, Justice  1.3  Energy/infrastructure  3.4  
Public Administration  0.6  Economic Affairs  0.1  
National Security  0.2  Sector with No Change  
Environment  0.8  Social Protection  
Education  1.2   

 
In this particular year, differences between the two tables are minimal. In both, agriculture, energy and economic affairs are losing out as a share 
of total budget.  Social protection can be seen to be holding its position as a share of the budget, although the first table shows that it is increasing 
slightly.  This is where the two approaches reveal important information: if we look only at increases/decreases, we cannot see cases when an 
increase or decrease is smaller or bigger than average.  Thus a sector may be receiving more money in a given year, but all other sectors may be 
receiving even more.  In such a case, its share of the total budget will go down, even as its absolute budget goes up. 
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The BROP should also present a narrative explaining which sectors are prioritized and why these are prioritized. Below is a snippet indicating the 
priorities for the next year. The narrative simply indicates that all sectors are a priority. Below are snippets from page 30 of the BROP giving this 
narrative. 
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PART 2: Baringo County Budget Review and Outlook Paper 2015 (PM, p. 84) 

(For this exercise, handouts specific to the county should be provided to the participants and for the facilitators there are snippets here to support 

the answers.)  

Now let’s look at the Baringo CBROP 2015 (Extract). 

 

1. Performance: Previous year performance  
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Turn to page 6 and 7 to see information on budget implementation.  You will see information about revenue collection and expenditure 

performance respectively.  How do you interpret this?  Do you see information about expenditure of the current budget? 
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Let’s look at the local revenues which counties have control over. The total local revenues fell short of the target for the year by 2%. This 

is not a significant shortfall but it is an indication that some or part of the programmes/projects that the county set to do may not have 

been done in the year 2014/15. Seven out of the local revenue sources did not met the targets in the budget estimates. The worst 

performances against target were Marigat AMS, public health licenses, followed by plot rent and rates. These recorded a 61%, 38% and 36 

% shortfall respectively (page 6). Produce and other cess recorded the best performance against target in the revised budget. There was 

however a 24.2% increase in the total local revenues collect from 2013/14 (that is 249.7 million in 2014/15 from 201 million in 2013/14 

(page6)). 

Note: that the county received less than the expected transfers (equitable share, HSSF DANIDA and WHO funds) from the national government 

(page 5). 
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From the table on page 7, we see that the total expenditure fell short of the budget estimate (target) by 20 %( actual 2014/15 was 4.013 

billion and the target was 5.012billion). Recurrent expenditure recorded a higher absorption rate of 97.90% than the development 

expenditure absorption rate which was recorded as 54.4%. There was however a 32% increase in the expenditure in the FY 2014/15 as 

compared to FY 2013/14(3.645billion) 

Annex 1 of the CBROP gives the fiscal performance of total revenues and expenditures. Annex 2 gives the overall absorption rate for all 

departments. 

2. Does the CBROP give any updates on the fiscal position and economic expectations for the current financial year 2015/16? 
 
The CBROP adopts the national government figures for inflation, interest rates, real GDP growth and exchange rates (page 12 & 13). 
However, it is not clear from the CBROP if there will be any changes in the forecast since the CFSP 2015/16, neither does the paper 
indicate how fiscal responsibilities or financial objectives in the CFSP 2015/16 have been affected by the actual performance of the 
previous year (2014/15).  
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In addition, the CBROP indicates several factors (that will be) taken into account in adjusting the budgetary allocations for 2015/16 (pages 
15 and 16). These factors are the performance of the previous years (2014/15); harmonization of salaries/ staff rationalization and the 
provision of the CIDP, ADP and strategic plans. 
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There is however need for the paper to give the actual figures or the cost implication showing the impact of the changes the county intends 
to make. For example by how much will the county reduce its recurrent expenditure in the current year and how much will it cost to 
automate the revenue collection system. 
 

3. Snippet 3 above for the BROP gives provisional priorities and sector ceilings: Can you find these in the county version?  Are you able to 
identify the areas getting the highest allocations?  Does this match the snippet we looked at in Q2? Does the narrative support or justify 
these changes? 
 

The health service department has the highest proposed budget for the FY2016/17. However as we indicated the best way is to focus on 

the “% shares of total budget”. Annex 9 provides for the departments’ medium term provisional ceilings for FYs 2016/17 to 2017/18. The 

snippet below (Annex 9 on page 29) shows the increases and decreases in the (%) share of each department of the total budget. 
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The figures below are lifted from third and fourth column form the right in the table presented in 
Annex 9 (Snippet above) of the paper (NOTE: There may be errors of calculation in the annex; we 
did not correct those here but simply used the county’s figures). 

 
Table 3: Sector Increases and Decreases as a Share of the Total Budget 

Department  Budget 2015/16   CBROP1 2016/17  Increase /Decrease   

Health  Services 32.80  32.10  (0.70) 

County Assembly 10.58  10.03   (0.55) 
County Treasury  and Economic Planning  7.60  7.36   (0.24) 
County Executive  7.60  7.42   (0.18) 
Industrialization  3.69  3.73  0.04  
Environment and Natural resources 1.27  1.32  0.05  
Youth Gender 2.17  2.22  0.05  
Lands and Housing  3.35  3.45 0.10  
Education and ICT 8.72  8.84  0.12  
Agriculture  6.59  6.85  0.26  
Water and Irrigation 6.72  7.18  0.46  
Transport and Infrastructure 8.71  9.50  0.79  

 
From the table we see that in this particular year, differences between the two tables are minimal 
with all increases and decreases below 1%. 
It is worth noting that despite the health department still having the biggest share in the next year’s 
budget (2016/17), the CBROP proposes the largest decrease in the share of the total budget to the 
health sector. Transport and infrastructure, water and irrigation and agriculture departments are the 
provisional departments of priority in the FY 2016/17 as they have the largest increase in the % 
share in the total budget.  
 

Page 14 paragraph 59 indicates that the county will focus on three key sectors in the FY 2016/17. These 
are water and irrigation, agriculture and infrastructure. This matches the largest increase in the % share of 
the total budget as derived from the table in Annex 9. There is also a short narrative on page 18(from 
Para. 74-76) that indicates that the budget was informed by the CIDP,ADP, departmental strategic plans, 
CFSP and other circulars from COB and CRA and the county assembly. However it is difficult to tell 
how these documents and stakeholders directly affected the prioritization of the said three sectors. 

 

FURTHER READING: 

IBP Kenya, “How to Read and Use a Budget Review and Outlook Paper” ( Guides & Training Materials) 

January 2016  

http://www.internationalbudget.org/publications/how-to-read-and-use-budget-review-outlook-paper-

kenya/ 

 

                                                 
1 This column is labeled as CFSP  ceilings 2016/17 but since the CBROP 2015 comes before the CFSP 2016/17we have assumed 

THAT is an error and these are the ‘provisional CBROP ceilings’ 

http://www.internationalbudget.org/publications/how-to-read-and-use-budget-review-outlook-paper-kenya/
http://www.internationalbudget.org/publications/how-to-read-and-use-budget-review-outlook-paper-kenya/

